Physical Education and Embodiment of Morality in Primary Schools of the People’s Republic of China
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This article examines the Chinese practice of body molding of children through detailed analysis of “physical education” and “physical exercise” as taught in Chinese primary schools. It shows that while some practices from the Maoist period may remain in use today, they have evolved or their meaning has been changed for adaptation to new aims and to the circumstances of China’s only-child generation. Children must now embody a new set of moral values advocated by government.

Every morning at 07:50, pupils gather in the playgrounds of the great majority of schools in the People’s Republic of China. Standing in rows, class by class, they perform a ten-minute exercise choreographed in a rather militaristic style. Their movements are set to music, an eight-beat rhythm, blaring out from loudspeakers. These “radio physical exercises” (guangbo ticao) have been carried out in the open air in all schools and many work units since 1951. As in the case of “exercises to protect the health of the eyes” (yanbao jiancao) or physical education classes, the original aim was to “strengthen the physical qualities of the people” (zengqiang renmin tizhi), in line with Maoist terminology. Today the context is quite different. In the schools, it is said that physical exercises help to “stimulate healthy growth and harmonious development in young people and children” (cujin qingshaonian jiankang chengzhang, hexie fazhan). For pupils in the current generation of one-child families, physical performance is no longer the priority, but has been replaced by “health” and “harmony” - terms dear to President Hu Jintao.

In China as everywhere else, school is a place where individual bodies are moulded by state and society. Mostly, the process is designed to standardise children’s behaviour and “domesticate” their natures, which are deemed still a little wild. Some sociologists or philosophers even use expressions such as “to tame” and “taming” for this process. This body moulding takes place continuously in schools, but its objectives are most obvious in what is called physical education, gym, or sport.

The terms for physical education (tyu) and physical exercise (ticao) both appeared in China at the end of the nineteenth century as translations of Western concepts. The first Mao’s famous slogan “Develop physical education and sport: improve the physical capacities of the people” (fazhan tyu yundong, cengqiang renmin tizhi) was launched on 10 June 1952. The slogan is still displayed in most of China’s schools, stadiums, and gymnasiums.

2. Michel Foucault, Surveiller et punir, Paris, Gallimard, [1975] 2004, in particular pp. 159-199. Foucault speaks of an actual “disciplinary control” over the body that has been widespread in schools and armies since the eighteenth century in Europe, modeled on prison regimes and aimed towards greater efficiency and swiftness of action.
dates back to 1895, when it was used by the writer-translator Yan-Fu, probably as a borrowing from the Japanese neologism *taiiku*. In Japan as in China, the aim was to import the concept of “physical education” developed by Herbert Spencer. (4) The chosen expression is made up of a character meaning “body” (ti), combined with the word *yu*, “to be born, to cultivate, bring up, educate.” The second word, *ticao*, is also made up of “body” (ti), combined this time with a character that means, among other things, “to practice, to train.” This second expression originally referred to drills with a military connotation, imported from Germany via Japan. (5) *Tiyu* and *ticao* correspond to two competing conceptions of physical training in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Europe: one linked to the teaching and medical fields, and the other relating to military discipline. Chinese reformers and revolutionaries of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, inspired by Western evolutionary notions and by Social Darwinism, promoted sport and physical training. Mao was no exception. The title of one of his first essays, published in 1917 in the *New Youth* magazine, was “A study of physical education” (*Tiyu zhi yanjiu*). (6) Like many of his contemporaries, he referred to the “physical weakness of the Chinese race,” which was blamed for the nation’s military and political defeats. For the country to recover its power, China must stop being the “sick man of East Asia” (*dongya bingfu*), the nickname for the Chinese assumed to be current among Westerners and the Japanese. In an extension of these ideas, after the People’s Republic was founded, Mao launched a great drive for the physical education of the masses. The impetus may have been nationalistic, but it also served to promote ideological and disciplinary training toward collectivity. (5) The two “physical exercises” still practised today in schools were introduced in this context: “radio physical exercise” in 1951 and “physical exercises to protect the health of the eyes” in 1963.

“Let everybody practice radio physical exercises”

On 25 November 1951, an article entitled “Let everybody practice radio physical exercises” (*dajia lai zuo guangbo ticao*) was published in the *People’s Daily*. Starting on 1

4. Herbert Spencer, *Education: intellectual, moral, and physical*, 1861
5. For a more comprehensive explanation of the context in which the words *tiyu* and *ticao* originated, see Andrew Morris, “To make the Four Hundred Million Move: The Late Qing Dynasty Origins of Modern Chinese Sport and Physical Culture,” *Society for Comparative Study of Society and History*, volume 42, n° 4, October 2000, pp. 876-906, and *Marrow of the Nation: A History of Sport and Physical Culture in Republican China*, Berkeley, University of California Press, 2004.
December, the entire population was invited, with a fanfare of trumpets, to join in morning sessions of choreographed training. New series of exercises were launched in 1954, 1957, 1963, 1971, 1981, 1990, and 1997. At the same time, the Ministry of Education devised and then introduced exercises specifically aimed at children as an integral part of school timetables. In the early stages, the exercise sessions followed the daily flag-raising ceremonies, which left no doubt as to their military and political significance. Now the flag is raised only weekly, and the “radio physical exercises” are carried out independently. In the school where I carried out my research, the flag flies from a mast in the entrance yard, whereas the “radio physical exercises” are held on the sports ground behind the classroom blocks, sometimes not at the beginning of the school day but a few hours later. With this complete removal from their original context, “radio physical exercises” seem to have gradually left military training behind while acquiring a new meaning; health seems to have taken over from nationalism.

At the beginning of the school year, a teacher, sometimes standing on a raised platform, demonstrates the movements to be performed while bellowing all sorts of advice into a megaphone. A few weeks later, the teacher is replaced by a “model” pupil (bangyang) who leads the whole school, but each class is also led by its own “model” pupil standing slightly ahead of the group and responsible for leading them through the exercises. Each series of programmes is set to its own music. During my field studies I became familiar with two choreographed sequences entitled “The Eaglet Takes Flight” (chuaying qiwei) and “The Rising Sun” (chusheng de taiyang). The first begins and ends with movements imitating a bird’s wings as it flies off from the nest, hence its name. The exercises include movements to stretch the arms, legs, and chest, and little running jumps. “The Rising Sun” is more like a military march. It begins with head turns to the right and left while stretching the arms in time to the music. Next come quarter turns and hand claps, still to the same rhythm, followed by knee bends accompanied by arm swinging and leg stretching. Twisting and flexing of the upper body introduces a sequence of small jumps with high kicks in the purest French cancan style. Other movements seem to be inspired by Russian folk dances, or perhaps by tap-dancing. These exercises always suggested to me a clever combination of military drill and an improvised form of aerobics, bringing together a few simple movements borrowed from the most diverse dance forms.

Creating a series of routines based on elements drawn from various unnamed sources, simplified and set out as a model for the whole population: such techniques were constantly employed during the Maoist period. Many schools organised and still organise annual “competitions of radio physical exercises” (guangbo tiao biai) that are supposed to encourage the practice. On such occasions, each class “takes on” the others, performing the drill before a panel of teachers. The judges evaluate the movements from both the sporting and artistic points of view, also taking into consideration the overall impression created, and how the uniform is worn. In fact, more and more pupils are refusing to wear uniforms, and most teachers and school heads express sympathy for this attitude: “Look at the attractive coloured clothes that are being produced today! It’s natural that children should prefer them!” In general, uniforms are compulsory only on Monday mornings for flag-raising; sometimes pupils can satisfy the requirement by simply wearing a red scarf. However, the full uniform must be worn for class outings as well as for ceremonies and similar competitions. “Radio physical exercises” are among the few remaining instances where collective unity and the rejection of individualisation is still glorified. Only “model” pupils can gain distinction by performing the sequence to perfection and forcing themselves to wear the uniform when everyone else refuses.

The children of today, who were born long after Mao’s death, and who as only children have learned to express their individuality, often consider this activity a sort of revolutionary anachronism. “It’s as though we were still living during the Cultural Revolution!” the older ones sometimes say. They do not take it at all seriously, and comic clips from these morning sessions, filmed using mobile phones, are regularly posted on video-sharing websites, typically showing one or two pupils playing the fool behind the backs of absent-minded teachers. Other school children prefer to invent new exercise sequences adjusted to contemporary

8. Parallels between these dates and political events are striking. 1954 was the year when the first constitution was published; 1957 saw the “hundred flowers” anti-rightist crackdown; 1963 was when Mao launched the People’s Education Movement that prefigured the Cultural Revolution; in 1971 Lin Biao died; in 1990 the Communist Party was shaken up following the demonstrations of 1989; and in 1997 Deng Xiaoping died.

9. Flag-raising takes place every Monday morning, more ceremonially in some schools, less so in others. Sometimes three or four pupils are assigned to raise the flag, while the others play or make their way to their classrooms, paying no attention to the ceremony, a scenario that would have been unthinkable a few years ago.

10. The video models (guanm o biaoyan) for these courses broadcast by the Ministry of Education are viewable on various Internet websites, in particular www.sina.com, v.youku.com, and tudou.com. Cf. for example “The Eaglet Takes Flight,” http://www.56.com/i2v_MjI4MU0MIE.html, or “The Rising Sun,” http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_cQ0X0ODYyMDQw.html, and “Sunshine at Dawn,” http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_c0X0X0DYxTZzQ0.html.

11. The model revolutionary operas of the Cultural Revolution or the official model sequences of taixi quan accompanied by music are examples.
taste. Some, like the “mobile phone radio physical exercise,” are posted on the Internet.

Last June, the Ministry of Education launched its “collective dances” (jituwu), undoubtedly in response to criticisms of the “radio physical exercises” as “outdated” (guoshi). A ministry spokesman explained that two years had been spent on the “scientific” development of the new dances so that they would be perfectly adapted to the physical capacities and interests of children of different ages. The new aim is to “promote the moral, intellectual, physical, and aesthetic development of the pupils” (cujin xuesheng de, zhi, ti, mei quannian fazhan). To Mao Zedong’s trilogy (borrowed from Herbert Spencer) – moral, physical, and intellectual education – has been added the new element of aesthetics. So far, three dances have been devised for the primary level: “Good Friends” (hao pengyou), “The Sunny School” (yangguang xiaoyuan), and “The White Boat” (xiao bai chuan); and four for secondary schools: “The Melody of Youth” (qingchun xuanlü), “The Yangge of the School” (xiaoyuan yangge), “The Presence of Youth” (qingchun tengcai), and “The School Waltz” (xiaoyuan huaerzi). The mixing of Chinese and Western references, as between yangge and waltz, is a regular feature in the latest school syllabuses, and judging by the model videos posted on the Internet, these new exercise routines suggest a fusion between Western ballroom dancing, the folk dances of East and West, and the rock and pop dance styles of the 1980s. They are accompanied by melodies borrowed from folk songs, and sometimes approach techno-pop for the older pupils. The militaristic marching influence reflected in the “radio physical exercises” has completely disappeared.

In September 2007, the “collective dances” were introduced on a trial basis in a few schools: it was impossible to train all PE teachers in the dances over the summer. The dances do not seem to have been greeted with the enthusiasm the Education Ministry had hoped for; urban children considered them as ridiculously outdated as the “radio physical exercises,” and were embarrassed by movements requiring children to hold hands in pairs. This feature has also aroused controversy among some teachers and parents, who worry that it might lead young people into premature love-affairs (zaolian), and distract them from the only legitimate purpose: academic and professional success. Taking such sharp


14. The model videos for these “collective dances” may be viewed on the website www.tudou.com.
criticisms into account, it is unlikely that the “radio physical exercises” will be supplanted by the “collective dances” for the time being. Yet the government appears committed to finding some way of adapting the exercise programmes so that schools will remain places where collective movement is still respected at a time of rising individualism.

“Exercises to protect the health of the eyes”

The second kind of “physical exercises,” the “exercises to protect the health of the eyes,” is said to have been developed in 1963 in the Beijing Institute of Medicine (now the Peking University Department of Medicine) by Liu Shiming, a professor of physical education with eyesight problems of his own. As with the “radio physical exercises,” the eyesight exercises were prescribed by the Education Ministry for all primary and secondary schools with the accompanying slogan, “To make revolution, protect your eyesight” (weile geming baohu shili). This link between good eyesight and revolution may seem strange, but it should be seen in terms of physical competition with the West, and within the political context specific to China in 1963. In fact, the “exercises to protect the health of the eyes” were launched at the same time as a new mass campaign ordered by Mao to regain power over Liu Shaoq: the “socialist education movement” aimed at preserving revolutionary purity and prefiguring the Cultural Revolution. This “exercise programme” was originally made up of eight movements, later simplified to five in 1972. The first movement consists quite simply of closing one’s eyes to relax them for eight beats, counted aloud by the teacher or “model” pupil. Each of the next four movements lasts for eight times eight beats. The first is massage, pressing with five fingertips across the forehead and the upper arch of the eyebrows. Then, using thumb and index finger, children pinch the base of the nose on both sides while pressing in small circles. Next, again using the index fingers, children make circular movements on the cheekbones. Lastly, children rub their closed fists outwards above and below the eyes. The whole sequence takes about four minutes.

This practice is no longer a compulsory element in the written programmes published by the Education Ministry – the Revolution is no longer the order of the day — but the eye

15. An article in the People’s Daily on 13 June 2007, entitled “The collective dances will not replace the ‘radio physical exercise’ and will not lead to premature love-affairs,” is a follow-up on such anxieties.

16. The exercises are demonstrated on http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_co00XNzg0MDI4OA==.html. Cf. also the propaganda poster broadcast in 1972.
exercises are still recommended, and some teachers continue to attach great importance to them. Some teachers of the Chinese language, in particular, invariably start their classes with this exercise: they say it helps children to relax their eyes in readiness for the effort demanded by reading. Moreover, unlike the “radio physical exercises,” this exercise is not unpopular with the pupils, as it gives them a few minutes’ rest during stress-filled days. Even so, statistics published by the World Health Organisation in 2007 provoked a brief controversy by challenging the value of this form of exercise, given the fact that China has one of the world’s highest myopia rates. Since the “exercise to protect the health of the eyes” is a specifically Chinese activity, some suggested it might actually cause this national weakness. Nevertheless, defenders of the “exercise to protect the health of the eyes” quickly rallied to its defence, and came up with a new historical context that no longer cites the Maoist desire to improve the physical capacities of the population. The media now assert that it was Professor Liu’s deep knowledge of ancient Chinese medicine that inspired him to create this sequence of “massages” (anmo) — no longer referred to as “exercises.” Doctors of leading national institutions were enjoined to remind citizens that the 12 meridians are intimately connected to the eyes, and that the massage movements bring acknowledged acupuncture points into play. In this way, while the prescribed movements have remained unchanged since 1972, the references associated with them have radically changed.

The “physical exercises” inherited from the Maoist period must now take on entirely different meaning if they are to be practiced today, or else they will simply disappear. The notion of improving the physical capacities of the people, inseparable from old propaganda images of peasants with tall, strong, and vigorous bodies, has faded away, to be replaced by a reversion to a concept of health care closer to the Chinese notion of “nourishing the vital principle” (yangsheng). In the school where I did my research, Mao’s famous slogan “Develop physical education and sport: improve the physical capacities of the people” was written on chalk in huge white characters on a blackboard in the room where the equipment used in PE classes is stored. Between the characters for “sport” and “physical qualities” a child had drawn the head of a boy wearing a cap, with the character for “explosion” (pao) scrawled where his nose should be. This drawing remained on show for weeks, unnoticed by any of the adults. Without over-estimating the symbolic value of this graffiti, we can see a real indifference, even mockery, toward the obligations of earlier times.

“School children should practise physical education and movement for an hour a day”

In addition to “physical exercises,” there is a school subject called “physical education and movement/activity” (tiyu huodong). \(^{17}\) The term “movement/activity” is made up of the character huo, meaning “life,” and dong, “to move, to act.” Literally, it means “movement of life,” but the translations suggested in dictionaries are the verbs “to move, to act, to take exercise,” or else the corresponding nouns “activity, physical exercise, movement.” Huodong is a very common term with extremely diverse usage: a demonstration, a political movement, a celebration, a religious ceremony, or a game may be called a huodong. In schools, it is an expression that is intrinsic to contemporary pedagogical discourse, and refers not only to PE lessons, but to any exercise requiring movement of the entire body, or any “activity” that is part of social life. A trip to a museum, a visit to a factory, picking up autumn leaves: all such activities might be designated in this way.

As a general rule, children in their first two years of primary schooling have four 40-minute sessions of “physical education and movement” every week. Thereafter, the number of sessions falls to three. \(^{18}\) In 2005, the Education Ministry launched a new slogan: “School children should have physical education and activities for an hour a day” (Luoshi zhongxiaoxuesheng meitian yi xiaoshi tiyuhuodong), but many schools have not yet implemented this instruction.

A model lesson: “Plant trees in Mongolia”

The school where I carried out my field research is relatively new (built in 1997) and is situated in a new and prosperous town. As a result, its infrastructure is far superior to that provided to most of China’s municipal schools. Physical education teachers have access to a vast stretch of

---

17. This expression, translated word for word, would be “movements/activity of physical education”. However, for the people I spoke to, these were two juxtaposed words designating potentially different but linked practices. The names of other school disciplines are formed according to the same principle from two associated words.

18. Primary education is dependent on local government, so there may be variations between provinces or between districts.
dry earth equipped with rather old goal-posts, a small tarred basketball area with four baskets, and an inside hall, which is rather small given the number of pupils per class, but equipped with a large mirror and a piano. There is also the storeroom mentioned earlier, where balls, table-tennis bats, mats, hoops, sticks, and skipping-ropes are stored. These various objects were regularly used during the PE classes I attended.

At this point I will describe a significant model lesson at this school, followed by an analysis of its content. The teacher I observed, who also served as head of physical education, made lengthy preparations for the lesson in order to compete with several other PE teachers in the district. I was able to observe a trial presentation of this class in the presence of a former deputy head of the school (recently retired; but he had been a sports teacher early on in his career) and the new deputy head in charge of the pedagogy. Both offered the teacher a wide range of advice on improving her presentation. Lastly, I observed her presentation on the day of the teacher’s competition, where she won first prize. The teacher conducted her lesson for the first time with pupils in their first year at primary school, aged between six-and-a-half and seven-and-a-half, and for the second time with second year children.

The teacher gathers the children around her in the open-air sports ground. She asks them to sit down on the ground, and they do so. “Good morning, children!” the teacher greets them, and they reply in chorus, “Good morning, Miss!” She explains that today she is taking them on a journey, and she invites them to close their eyes. They do so. Then she plays a cassette of traditional Mongolian music. When the music stops, she tells them they are going to the great plains of Mongolia. “Have you been there before?” she asks. “No!” the children answer in chorus. The teacher talks to them about the blue sky, the birds, and the green grass. “Isn’t it beautiful?” The pupils answer in chorus, “It’s beautiful!”

Next she asks them to stand, and they line up in rows. Then she shows them a series of movements, which they imitate: the eagles flying and the rabbits jumping, the animals of the great plains of Mongolia. Then she explains that the traditional sports there are archery and wrestling. She demonstrates; they imitate...
her. Next she asks them if they would like to ride a horse. “Oh, yes!” Following her instructions, the children make a circle and trot around like little horses, swinging their arms like horsemen waving their lassos. Back in their rows, they watch the teacher’s hand movements, which imitate people climbing a hill and climbing down again. They follow suit. The teacher puts the music on again and shows them a “Mongolian dance” based on these various movements. The children follow her example.

After this opening sequence, the teacher gathers the pupils around her again to talk to them about deforestation. “To protect the great plains of Mongolia,” they have to replant the trees: that’s what they are going to do in this next exercise. She divides the children up into four teams, separating the girls from the boys. Each team is allocated the same number of “tree plants,” represented by green plastic bottle bottoms trimmed to look like plants and a red bucket (a reed basket on the day of the competition) to carry them in. Then the teacher explains the rules of the relay race. Each child must take the tree in the bucket/basket and run around a little circuit weaving in and out around balls (pegs on the day of the exam) — the forest; walking along a bench — a bridge; and planting the tree in a bed at the other end of the spots ground before running back with the empty bucket or basket so that the next member of the relay team can tackle the same course. The winning team is the first to plant all its trees.

The children shout support for the members of their teams with the appropriate phrase: literally in Chinese “Add more fuel!” (jiayou). The teacher exhorts the losers to applaud the winners, though they do. The winners return their yellow caps to the teacher.

### From the rabbit dance to basketball

This lesson is particularly significant, bringing together almost all the defining characteristics of a primary school PE class. The first element, also present in the “radio physical exercises,” is the importance attached to music and dance. The tape recorder is constantly used by PE teachers, which may be explained at several levels. Firstly, physical education is classed in the same category of subject as music: they both involve a strong participation of the body and movement: they are huodong. Indeed, it happens quite often that a single teacher teaches both subjects, or that the teacher of one may be asked to stand in for the other in case of absence. (20) In addition, singing and dancing were traditionally considered among the best ways of educating the youngest children. Jacques Gernet cites several neo-Confucian educationalists who recommended singing and dancing for instilling rituals into the unfinished and malleable bodies of children, while allowing them to express their need to shout and jump about. (21) Today’s teachers do not consult their illustrious “predecessors,” but their discourse is noticeably similar: “Children like to sing and dance, and that helps them acquire good habits.” We will be looking more closely at these habits.

Another recurrent feature of PE classes is imitating the movements of animals, usually birds, horses, or rabbits. The teachers explain this by saying that children love animals and appreciate activities that refer to them, but one cannot avoid seeing the influence of other ancient physical practices, such as the martial arts, which refer just as extensively to animals. In most PE classes, all children learn the same movements at the same time, as in choreographed dances. When they are divided into teams, the aim is generally to organise a relay race that puts all the children through the same exercise course in turn. At the primary level, I have never seen

---

21. In urban schools, primary and onwards, children have several teachers, usually seven: one to teach the Chinese “language” (yuyan); and “moral quality” (pinde), one for maths (shuxue), one for nature study (ziran), one for art (meishu), one for IT (weiji); lastly there are two teachers, or sometimes just one, for physical education (huodong) and music (yinyue).

any match organised with a different role assigned to each pupil. Even a class introducing children to basketball, the modern sport par excellence, for which the teachers were able to call up the national idol, Yao Ming, the star of the National Basketball Association, did not end with a match. Instead, it started with rabbits dancing to music in order to learn to jump, and it ended with a relay race in which each member of the four teams ran a short distance before trying to shoot a basket and then bringing the ball back for the next child. In primary schools, physical education is not yet sport (yundong) — that comes later, its main purpose being quite different. The word for sport means literally “movement” or “moving,” and is used in many other contexts, in particular for political campaigns.

**Physical education, moral education**

The physical education lesson described above is obviously designed to develop certain motor capacities. Children perform various movements imitating animals or activities that, in Chinese eyes, characterise Mongolia or the Mongolians (the eagle, the rabbit, archery, galloping on horses, swinging a lasso, and wrestling). They participate in relay races, training themselves to run swiftly while avoiding obstacles. But in reality, the aim is also to inculcate in the children a value that in recent years has assumed ever greater importance in China: the protection of nature and the environment, and the importance of reforestation. This lesson also informs children about the geography of Mongolia and its inhabitants’ way of life, while relating it to China, so it is possible to detect nationalist content. All in all, this lesson transmits what the Chinese call “moral quality” (pinde). This term crops up constantly in the field of education. It has even become the title for a specific subject, which up until 2001 (23) was called “thought/ideology and moral quality” (sixiang pinde) and was designed for children in their first three years of primary school. It was followed from the third year onwards by classes in “society” (shehui). These two subjects, which in reality make up just one subject, have since been renamed: first and second year children study “life and moral quality” (shenghuo yu pinde), and from the third year upwards children study “moral quality and society” (pinde yu shehui). The subject “thought/ideology” (sixiang) has disappeared from the new syllabuses, which is very revealing. Its title referred implicitly to “ideological education” (sixiang jiaoyu), which all Chinese people had to undergo during the harshest periods of Communism in order to learn to think properly — that is to say, along the lines prescribed by Mao. By deciding to abandon this word, the government seems to have put aside this ideological, political, and theoretical aspect of Marxist moral teaching in favour of something else: “moral quality” (pinde), which appears in the titles of both the new subjects.

The subject “moral quality” covers a wide range of teaching, from standards of behaviour in public and the rules of hygiene, to what in France would be classified under the headings of civics, history, and geography. The purpose behind “moral quality” is to give children a necessary understanding of the new society in which they are living so they can navigate within it easily but also correctly — that is to say, while keeping patriotic feelings. (24)

This digression into the lessons on “moral quality” is instructive, because the PE classes described above are charged with a content identical to that found in the textbooks on “life and moral quality” and “moral quality and society” published since 2001 by the People’s Education Press (renmin jiaoyu chubanshe), among others. Indeed, the PE lessons and the morality lessons ideally convey the same values.

23. In June 2001, the Education Ministry launched a teaching reform with the publication of a “circular concerning reforms to the basic education syllabus (experimentation).”, Jichu jiaoyu kecheng gaige gaoyao (shixing). Local administrations started progressively applying these new directives. The education authority in the town where I was carrying out my research opted to implement the new syllabuses starting in the school year 2003-2004, beginning with the youngest classes. The reforms were to be extended as that age group progressed through the school system, while those children who had started school before 2003 continued with the old syllabuses. Only in 2009, by which time those first year children of 2003 will reach their sixth year, will all the classes of all the schools be operating under the new directives.

24. For a more extensive description of how this subject is taught and of its aims, cf. Gladys Chicharro, Le fardeau des petits impéreaux. Former et façonner une génération d’enfants uniques dans un contexte de modernité en Chine, Doctoral thesis, Université Paris X Nanterre, 2006, pp. 160-180. “Moral quality” is not supported by six-monthly exams, and given the time allowed for it — 40 minutes a week — seems of little importance, whereas in reality it is fundamental. It is the subject mentioned first on the “children’s notebooks,” xiaoxuesheng xueji shouce, even ahead of Chinese. What is more, in the district where I work, in addition to their notebooks, all the children have a “booklet for evaluating the overall quality of schoolchildren,” xiaoxuesheng suzhi zongjie pingjia shouce, in which the first heading is always “thought/ideology and moral quality.” It is subdivided into seven points, sometimes expressed in couplets or rhyming sentences (the first, second, and seventh points are to be filled in only by the teacher, and the others by parents as well): 1. When the flag is raised one must salute. Love the school, love the class. 2. Respect the school rules. Tell the truth, do not lie. 3. Respect teachers and parents; be united with one’s fellow pupils. 4. Do not fight; do not insult other people. 5. Respect the rules of public transport; pay attention to road safety. 6. Love and protect nature, both animal and vegetable; be considerate and do not throw litter. 7. Results of classes of “thought and moral quality.”
Exercising the body has an explicit role in moral education. Of course, this is also the case, if less obviously, with the "radio physical exercises." Yet, in one of these radio physical exercises aimed at nursery school pupils, the moral purpose is very clear: while the children imitate the movements of animals, they sing edifying verses. This exercise is called, "The world is really beautiful" (shiji zhen methao):②5

The radio physical exercises for older children are less explicit, but they play the same role. The theme of the eaglet taking flight, for example, refers to a lesson in the "moral quality and life" textbook. The lesson, called "Learn to be a good falcon," tells the story of a mother falcon teaching her chicks to fly. One is brave and flies hesitantly from the nest, even in stormy weather, whereas the other, less bold, holds back from taking flight. This is a classical metaphor for inducing only children to be independent, because that is the quality they are constantly reproached for lacking. A young PE and music teacher at the school explained it to me: "The advantage with only children is that their families take good care of them; the disadvantage is that their capacity for independence is not great."

One of the functions attributed to PE and exercise, therefore, is to instil in the body the moral behaviour taught during lessons of "moral quality." These two subjects, moreover, have followed a similar evolutionary process over the years: the Marxist ideological aspect (that is to say, in the case of PE, the military and disciplinary aspect) tends to disappear and is replaced by the inculcation of values, newly appreciated, in the body. Just as was recommended by neo-Confucian teachers in ancient times, the children of today learn their morality "in action."②6 That explains the very important role assigned in many cases to PE teachers. The head teacher of each class (ban zhenren) are often, as in the West, teachers of Chinese or Maths. Yet, in the school where I worked, there is also the post of senior teacher responsible for all the classes in the first and second years: the teacher of Music and Physical Education. He or she is best placed to educate the body and also the morals of the youngest children.

Conclusion: Only children and the capacity for movement

The PE and exercises practised in primary schools today in China are both inherited from the recent Maoist past, while having undergone profound mutations to adapt to modernisation, economic development, and the unique feature of recent generations of urban children: the preponderance of single-child families. Some disciplinary, military, and collectivist aspects of training the body do persist, but they tend to


②6 In a way, we find here what Jacques Genet calls the "morality of behaviour" (cf. "L’éducation", art. cit.), and Marcel Granet calls "the morality of attitude" (La pensée chinoise, Paris, Albin Michel 1934 1999, p. 328.) and James Watson "orthopraxy."
disappear under contemporary pressures and among children who have increasing difficulty accepting them.

For the state, the obsession is no longer so much with breeding people physically capable of rivaling those in the West: the improvement in food resources has taken care of that. Of course, China still wants to make its citizens tall and strong “like Americans,” say some teachers, but they also want to avoid the West’s health problems through their own traditional medical genius.

Moreover, teachers consciously and very openly emphasise the moral side of physical education. (27) Within the bodies of children disoriented by the ideological ambiguity surrounding them, teachers seek to implant a set of undisputed values, such as protection of the environment and respect for the elderly. Physical education and exercise are perceived as counter individualism. In addition, one often hears the assertion that China’s “little emperors” lack the “capacity for movement/action” (huodong negli). Strictly speaking, this describes only urban children, who no longer play outside and who take little exercise, while being plied with “strengthening” foods, even medicines, that are good for growth or memory. At the same time, as these children have become keen on “Western foods” (biscuits of all kinds, types of buttered brioches, sugary drinks, and hamburgers), some have grown fat. According to their elders, children are becoming clumsier in using their bodies; walking soon tires them, they can no longer climb hills, and they twist their ankles walking on rough paths. They have lost their ease of movement, or more figuratively, they have lost their autonomy of action. Indeed, with up to six people looking after them (two parents and four grandparents), they lack initiative. In the long term this could have very bad consequences for a country that, for nationalist purpose, now encourages creative entrepreneurs and innovative scientists. In sum, PE classes today have the duty both to transmit autonomy and independence and to fight against individualism.

- Translated by Philip Liddell

27. A far less common tendency in the West.